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The cryptocurrency business has seen tremendous growth in the previous few years, with hundreds
of new projects launching to implement innovative ideas. Battle Infinity, a breakthrough crypto-
gaming platform fusing NFTs, P2E elements, and the metaverse, aims to offer something similar in
2022.

This article explains how to purchase Battle Infinity and provides a detailed guidance on how to
invest in IBAT tokens, as well as a few of the primary reasons why Battle Infinity may be a good
investment opportunity.

Highlights of the Battle Infinity
Battle Infinity is a cutting-edge crypto-gaming platform that combines play-to-earn (P2E)
mechanisms and NFTs into an immersive MMORPG setting, making it one of the most
promising new cryptocurrencies.
Earning prizes (in IBAT) is possible through multiple channels, including participation in Battle
Infinity’s fantasy sports league, staking cryptocurrency, exchanging non-fungible tokens, and
more.
The Battle Infinity Asset Token, or IBAT, is a BEP-20 token used for staking and making
purchases inside of the Battle Infinity metaverse. Its maximum supply is 10 billion.
Currently, Battle Infinity features one of the best crypto presales available, allowing early
investors to buy tokens using BNB and receive exposure to the growth of the business.
So far, the Battle Infinity presale has raised over $1 million (about 3,000 BNB), and there’s a
chance that it’ll sell out before the 10th of October. The soft limit has been reached.
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The Fast and Easy Way to Buy Battle Infinity Token (IBAT)
Since Battle Infinity is still in its pre-sale period, purchasing IBAT differs differently from the
standard manner that market players invest in cryptocurrencies. Following are the simple steps
necessary to make a cryptographic currency purchase on the Battle Infinity platform within a few
minutes:

Step 1:First, get yourself a cryptocurrency wallet, like MetaMask or Trust Wallet, that supports
BEP-20 tokens.

Step 2:Buy Binance Coin (BNB) from a reputable broker or cryptocurrency exchange.
Step 3:Connecting your wallet to the presale dashboard is the third step. To do this, go to the Battle
Infinity website, click “Launch Presale,” then “Connect Wallet,” and then follow the on-screen
instructions.
Step 4:Buy Battle Infinity: Enter the number of IBAT you wish to buy or the number of BNB you
wish to invest, and then click the “Buy IBAT” button to complete the transaction.
Step 5:To gain access to your IBAT holdings and specify the IBAT Contract Address by selecting
“Import Tokens,” then typing in the address where your IBAT tokens are stored, and then selecting
“Add Token.”

Guide to Purchase Battle Infinity Token(IBAT)
The innovative play-to-earn (P2E) features and NFT integration that Battle Infinity offers have
quickly earned it a reputation as one of the greatest new crypto currencies available and the best
crypto winter token. Due to the fact that the Battle Infinity platform has not yet been released,
investors can only participate by acquiring tokens during the presale.

In this piece, we’ll give a more comprehensive guide on purchasing Battle Infinity, covering all bases
to make your transaction as easy as possible.

Step 1: Create a Crypto Wallet

You must first create a cryptocurrency wallet that is compatible with the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC), the blockchain upon which the Battle Infinity platform is based. This feature is available in
many high-quality cryptocurrency wallets, but MetaMask and Trust Wallet are two of the easiest to
use.

In this tutorial, MetaMask will serve as a case study. To make a MetaMask wallet, go to the site,
select “Download,” and then follow the on-screen instructions.

Step 2: Connect the Wallet to BSC

MetaMask automatically connects to the Ethereum network, therefore you’ll have to explicitly add
the Binance Smart Chain. To do this, select “Add Network,” then fill out the fields below, and finally,
select “Save.”

Network: Smart Chain Chain
ID: 56 New RPC
URL: https://bsc-dataseed.binance.org
Block Explorer URL: https://bscscan.com/
Symbol: BNB



 

Step 3 – Buy Binance Coin (BNB)

To purchase Battle Infinity, you will need Binance Coin (BNB), the native cryptocurrency of the
trading platform. The finest cryptocurrency exchanges make it simple to acquire this coin, and from
there it may be moved to a cryptocurrency wallet.

Step 4 – Connect Wallet to Presale Dashboard

To begin the pre-sale for Battle Infinity, visit the website and select “Launch Presale.” Next, select
“Connect Wallet” from the drop-down menu. When prompted to select a wallet service, select
MetaMask and then follow the on-screen instructions to join the presale with your wallet.

Step 5 – Purchase Battle Infinity

Find the ‘Buy IBAT’ order box toward the bottom of the page, and then input the quantity of IBAT
you wish to purchase (or the number of BNB you wish to invest). If the exchange rate suits your
needs, you can complete the purchase by clicking the “Buy IBAT” button.

Step 6 – Import IBAT Address

In order to gain access to your tokens, you will need to manually import the contract address into
your MetaMask wallet. The special address for the IBAT contract may be found in the official
Telegram channel, which can be accessed after clicking “Import Tokens.” Click the “Add Custom
Token” button once the necessary information has been entered.
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Why Purchase Battle Infinity Token (IBAT)?
The metaverse investment niche is ripe for Battle Infinity, as it possesses all the elements necessary
to become the finest crypto to invest in, and the developers’ roadmap even highlights extra
intriguing intentions for the future. Therefore, let’s dive in and examine some of the primary
arguments for why Battle Infinity could be a worthwhile investment:

Potential for Massive Profits

The potential rewards that IBAT can bring are a major incentive for investors to purchase Battle
Infinity. Presale cryptocurrencies carry more risk than other types of tokens because the projects
they back have not yet been completed. Presales are a good way for investors with a high risk
tolerance to get tokens at a discount.
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There is potential for large gains once a currency is listed on a big exchange (like PancakeSwap).

Exciting Possibilities for Gaining Reward

Battle Infinity has everything it needs to be a top play-to-earn game because it provides players with
multiple avenues for doing so. One of the most popular leagues is the IBAT Premier League since it
allows sports fans to create fantasy teams and score points based on actual outcomes.

The top teams will be rewarded in IBAT. In addition, the Battle Swap function allows IBAT to be
exchanged for other tokens, creating the possibility of using in-game awards as payment for external
products and services.

NFT Integration

Even though the NFT industry has slowed considerably in recent months, NFTs are still vital to
blockchain-based gaming due to their wide variety of applications. NFTs are used for all in-game
assets in Battle Infinity, so players always own what they create. The Battle Market also allows for
their exchange, so its owners can profit from any price increases.

Sporting Event Promotions

Fans of fantasy sports who are also interested in blockchain gaming may find Battle Infinity’s league
appealing. Those who are well-versed in a particular sport and its players might cash in on their
expertise by forming a team and competing in leagues. Because players are NFTs, they can earn
incentives for their efforts in games while also benefiting from price rises based on their actual
performances.

 

Conclusion
In conclusion, this article has provided a detailed breakdown of the procedures investors must take
in order to obtain tokens during the presale of Battle Infinity.

Even though development of Battle Infinity is still in its early stages, enthusiasm for the game and
about $1 million in seed money have been raised thus far. Battle Infinity, with its innovative blend of
NFTs, peer-to-peer gaming, and metaverse concepts, is poised to become a highly sought-after
cryptocurrency in 2019.


